
INTRODUCTION

The bomb that scientists in remote New Mexico labored fever-
ishly to build, that illuminated the desert skies at the Trinity test site, that
massacred thousands in Hiroshima and Nagasaki in a matter of seconds,
and that has since morphed into a thermonuclear weapon capable of
killing off civilization, plays a starring role in the political, cultural, and
social history of the contemporary era—a period coterminous with his-
tory’s last great-power rivalry, the Cold War of 1945– 91. When we think
of the diplomatic history of that era, the bomb features as a blunt, fear-
some tool: a brutal means of ending the Second World War, and then of
deterring war between the United States and the Soviet Union. It was an
object of statecraft, a grim means of pursuing national ends.

It was that, but we mean to suggest here that it also played a more ac-
tive role. As the United States and the Soviet Union began to regard
each other as potential rivals during the latter part of the Second World
War and then the tense months afterward, the bomb—or, to put it more
accurately, the implications of a war fought with it—had a kind of inde-
pendent effect upon the attitudes of American and Russian leaders. It
led American leaders such as Roosevelt and Truman to reconsider the
notion that the United States would naturally lead the postwar world
into an era of permanent peace. It led the Soviet leader Stalin to develop
an acute fear for Russia’s postwar welfare, not so much because of what
the Americans had done, or what they intended, but because of what
they had. The miserable prospect of atomic war, made vivid by witnesses
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to the destruction wrought at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, led many to de-
mand that the nations of the world band together and form the interna-
tional government necessary to prevent another world war that would
surely doom civilization. Yet the shadow of the bomb pushed both the
United States and the Soviet Union in the opposite direction. This irony
underlies our story.

The history of the atomic bomb and the origins of the Cold War has
been explored by many authors, to whom we will refer presently. By tak-
ing advantage of new documentation (especially on the Soviet side) and
a willingness to explore new interpretations, we mean to provide a his-
tory that places the atomic bomb at the center of the emerging rivalry be-
tween the Soviet Union and the United States. As will become clear, we
stress two factors that many recent histories eschew. First, we emphasize
the parochial, inward nature of the two Cold War powers.1 This is to say,
we are consciously seeking to avoid writing an “international” history of
the origins of the Cold War in which the reader is provided with a top-
down account of American and Russian decision making, gaining access
now to what Truman was thinking and now to Stalin’s response. The
leader of each side was unaware of the other’s intentions, largely igno -
rant of the effects of his policies, operating as statesmen always do in 
conditions of darkness and misperception.2 Readers of our book may
conclude that the leading policy makers of the two nations were acting
as if they were on different planets. This is the conclusion we hope they
will reach.

Second, we discuss the one way that this blindness was overcome: the
role of atomic espionage. Espionage, we argue, had two key effects upon
the origins of the Cold War and the bomb’s central role in it. It provided
a kind of communication between the two sides, telling Russia early on
of the American project and informing the Americans that the Soviets
knew. It served, in other words, as a kind of informal channel. Moreover,
and more important, it exacerbated tensions between the two nations,
not only because of its political explosiveness, though this was at times
decisive, but also because it undermined the possibility of international
atomic control, leaving the two sides with no plausible alternative to the
old way of power politics. That is another irony that we wish to convey.
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The United States

The role played by the atomic bomb in the foreign policy of the
United States during the Second World War is the subject of a consider-
able amount of writing by historians of American foreign relations. Fur-
thermore, government documentation related to this question has been
available to scholars since the 1970s, and as far as we have been able to
discover, relatively few important documents have been released since
then on the matter of U.S. atomic policy from the beginnings of the
Manhattan Project to the bombardment of Nagasaki. Therefore the nar-
ratives in chapters 1 and 3 of this book are based mainly upon secondary
scholarship, though we do use primary documents for much of our cita-
tion, obtained from the Roosevelt and Truman presidential libraries and
the National Archives. Of course, in both chapters we have put forward
original conclusions about the bomb and American wartime foreign pol-
icy, but these are based upon our reinterpretation of existing primary
documentation and contention with the extant literature rather then our
discovery of substantial evidence not seen before.

For chapter 1, secondary sources we have consulted include chapter 1
of McGeorge Bundy’s comprehensive history of the nuclear age, Dan-
ger and Survival; John Lewis Gaddis’s pioneering account of the advent
of American Cold war foreign policy, The United States and the Origins
of the Cold War, 1941– 47; Richard Rhodes’s magnificent history The Mak-
ing of the Atomic Bomb; and Warren Kimball’s fine volume of essays on
Roosevelt’s wartime diplomacy, The Juggler. For U.S.-Anglo atomic re-
lations, we have consulted Mark Stoler’s Allies in War, Warren Kimball’s
Forged in War and Septimus Paul’s Nuclear Rivals; and on Roosevelt’s
atomic policy generally, chapters 3– 5 of Martin Sherwin’s 1975 book A
World Destroyed, which some thirty years after its publication has re-
mained, in our view, the standard work on American atomic policy dur-
ing the war.3 We arrive at some moderately different conclusions than
does Sherwin, and focus on subtly different questions, but chapter 1 bears
an intellectual debt to his book.

For chapter 3, we have relied particularly upon chapter 2 of Bundy,
chapter 7 of Gaddis, and chapters 6– 9 of Sherwin; Gar Alperovitz’s up-
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dated version of his famous work on American atomic diplomacy, The
Decision to Use the Atomic Bomb; various writings by the dean of histori-
ans of the atomic bombardment of Japan, Barton Bernstein; J. Samuel
Walker’s extremely useful book Prompt and Utter Destruction; and
Tsuyoshi Hasegawa’s excellent history of the relations among the United
States, the Soviet Union, and Japan leading up to Hiroshima, Racing the
Enemy.4 In one sense, Hasegawa’s main contribution to the literature is
his treatment of Soviet and in particular Japanese foreign policies, issues
outside this chapter’s interest, but his analysis of American policy, and
particularly the atomic diplomacy of James Byrnes, is extremely insight-
ful.

The secondary source we have consulted the most for chapters 1 and
3 is a new book on the Truman administration’s early foreign policy, Wil-
son Miscamble’s From Roosevelt to Truman, which can be contrasted use-
fully with the present volume.5 Miscamble shows beyond refutation that
the president had no coherent strategy with respect to the atomic bomb
between April and July 1945—that he did not practice the kind of careful
and ruthless atomic diplomacy that revisionist historians of the Truman
administration, such as Gar Alperovitz and Robert Messer, sometimes
imply.

In our view, however, Miscamble goes too far in attributing to the
Truman administration only defensive, reactive motivations. As in other
“orthodox” treatments of American foreign policy, the United States
emerges from his book as a kind of ingenuous, even innocent, nation, its
foreign policy wholly defined by a reluctant response to an ominous So-
viet Union. Miscamble overlooks or downplays important aspects of
American foreign policy during and immediately after the war. He does
not investigate Anglo-American anti-Soviet wartime policies, for exam-
ple, including the repeated postponement of the second front and the
Anglo-American collusion and secrecy with respect to the atomic bomb.
He does not mention the one clear instance of “atomic diplomacy”
waged by Truman in his early months, the decision to postpone the Pots-
dam conference until the Trinity test was ready.

More broadly, Miscamble does not acknowledge the generally ambi-
tious nature of American foreign policy at the end of the war. It was the
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stated American objective to replace Great Britain as the world’s core
capitalist nation, a process that culminated in the Bretton Woods con-
ference of 1944. The two American presidents did, as Miscamble puts it,
regard the “collaboration of the major powers as the bedrock of a stable
and peaceful postwar world order,” but they conceived of this collabo-
ration in American terms of global integration, an international order
that the USSR could accept only at the risk of its economic and social sys-
tem. As Averell Harriman, ambassador to the Soviet Union for both
Roosevelt and Truman, put it, the goal was to get the Soviet Union to
“play the international game with us in accordance with our standards.”6

Miscamble rightly stresses the brutal nature of the Stalinist regime and
the deep cynicism of its foreign policy, a combination, as he stresses, that
manifested itself precisely in its evil behavior in Poland in 1944 and 1945.
He is right to assert that the Polish question in particular gave Truman
good reason to be wary of placing any degree of trust in a regime like
that, and to criticize revisionist historians when they have sometimes
seemed eager to play down Soviet brutality, portray the USSR as a vic-
timized regime, or even on occasion morally equate Stalin’s genocidal
terrors with brutal American policies.7 It is possible, however, to argue
that the Soviet Union was a malign regime and, at the same time, to
point out that the United States had ambitions of its own. The two
claims are not mutually exclusive.

America wanted to establish a world order on its terms rather than
facing down the USSR and returning to the discredited system of inter -
national power politics. Roosevelt believed that this goal was possible,
but he was unwilling to take the radical political steps necessary to
achieve it. Truman, on the other hand, quickly concluded that this ob-
jective was impossible, and the role of the atomic bomb, and particularly
of atomic espionage, ironically hastened this decision. In chapter 5, we
develop an original account and explanation of American foreign policy
and the bomb from August 1945 to the end of 1946. The originality of
the story here comes from fairly new evidence on atomic espionage and
a thorough investigation of the Baruch papers at Princeton’s Mudd Li-
brary, as well as the fact that there has been much less writing about this
subject than it deserves—many standard histories of Truman adminis-
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tration foreign policy do not examine espionage or the Baruch Plan
closely.8

The main study of early Truman administration atomic policy remains
Gregg Herken’s The Winning Weapon, which, as we argue at greater
length in the chapter, is excellent on later atomic policies but pays insuf-
ficient attention to the effect of espionage upon Truman’s early decision
making and puts forward an interpretation of the Baruch Plan that we
believe is incorrect.9 On the question of atomic espionage, many books
have appeared over the past decade or so: the ones we have consulted in-
clude Amy Knight’s How the Cold War Began, Sam Roberts’s The Brother,
Allen Weinstein and Alexander Vassiliev’s The Haunted Wood, John Earl
Haynes and Harvey Klehr’s Venona, Richard Rhodes’s Dark Sun, and
especially Katherine Sibley’s fine study Red Spies in America.10 None of
these works, however, examines Truman administration foreign policy
as a whole; they deal more with the politics of espionage on the ground,
where one can find many fascinating stories indeed, than with the effect
of espionage upon the making of high atomic policy at the outset of the
Cold War. A good part of chapter 5 is an attempt to study that effect, a
task complicated, as we show, by the tremendous secrecy imposed by
Truman and his aides on the issue of atomic espionage.

A final consideration, in introducing our book’s relevance to the his-
tory of American foreign policy, is also the most contentious: the U.S.
role in the origins of the Cold War. The debate among scholars about
America’s responsibility for initiating this conflict has been fierce and po-
larized. One school of thought, represented most recently by Wilson
Miscamble, has argued that the United States responded to a real Soviet
threat to its security in the immediate postwar period, a threat rendered
more dire by the brutal, totalitarian nature of Stalin’s USSR. The Amer-
ican role in the Cold War was defensive: it was based upon a fear of this
Soviet power. Another school of thought maintains, quite on the con-
trary, that it was the United States that started the confrontation. Such
“revisionist” scholars as Walter LaFeber and (more recently) Christopher
Layne contend that the United States sought, during and after the war,
to project its power in Europe and Asia, so as to establish economic con-
trol over these areas. It was (and is) the underlying objective of U.S. for-
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eign policy to control the markets and resources of as much of the world
as possible, and after 1945 the Soviet Union stood in the way of such ex-
pansion. The American role in the Cold War was offensive—it had noth-
ing fundamentally to do with a Soviet threat to American security.11

We respond to this debate in two ways. First, we argue that the 
United States was responsible, in a key sense, for initiating what we know
as the Cold War. From 1943 through the end of 1945, American leaders
did not fear Soviet power, and they did not concern themselves greatly
with the brutal nature of the Soviet Union. At the same time, however,
both the Roosevelt and Truman administrations expressed a clear and
fairly coherent interest in establishing a new world order that would 
reflect American institutions and interests. The mentality of American 
foreign policy at the dawn of the Cold War was not defensive: once Ger-
many and Japan were as good as defeated American policy makers
worked to shape a postwar world of free markets, national sovereignties,
and open borders. This was not done out of fear.

However, both Roosevelt and, to a lesser extent, Truman, envisioned
this new world order in a more idealistic and progressive sense than is
normally argued by revisionist historians. They believed that the United
States should shape the postwar world because its civilization was supe-
rior to the defunct European order that had just unleashed two cata-
strophic world wars in the space of a generation. Fundamentally, this
objective was not economic but ideological. The planet needed a new
system, and the American one was the best candidate. This was Roo-
sevelt’s core belief. Roosevelt also believed, incorrectly and naively, that
the Soviet Union could somehow be incorporated into the American
new world order, by means of political persuasion and negotiation. He,
and then to a much greater extent Truman, discovered that the Soviet
Union was uninterested in playing by American rules. It was this discov-
ery that spawned U.S.-Soviet confrontation.

These deeper antagonisms that triggered the Cold War underlie the
pages that follow. But we concentrate upon the political implications of
the atomic bomb in hastening and intensifying the U.S.-Soviet con-
frontation. We argue that the prospect, and then reality, of the atomic
bomb had three decisive effects upon American foreign policy. First, it
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encouraged Roosevelt and Truman to adopt an uncompromising posi-
tion with respect to the Soviet Union, in the mistaken belief that the
Russians would accede to an American preponderance highlighted by its
monopoly over the atomic bomb. Second, the revelations of atomic es-
pionage made open cooperation with the Soviet Union, especially on
atomic issues, a matter of domestic political suicide for Truman in late
1945 and early 1946. Gregg Herken argues that the Truman administra-
tion used atomic espionage as a justification for adopting a hard line
against the Russians; we contend that in key respects the reverse was true.
Third, we show that the unique dangers raised by the atomic bomb led
Truman and his advisers to conclude that genuine collaboration with the
Soviet Union, even if it were politically possible, had become too diffi-
cult to pursue. American leaders resigned themselves early to a bipolar
confrontation with the Russians, earlier than they would have done had
there been no such thing as an atomic bomb.

The Soviet Union

The debut of the atomic bomb in 1945 met with a muted Soviet
reaction. Until the Cold War’s end, to the extent that there was a histo-
riography of the bomb’s impact on the Soviet foreign policy, it was en-
tirely a Western scholarly enterprise based on fragmentary evidence and
speculation about Soviet intentions. This lamentable state of affairs is en-
tirely understandable: Soviet archives were inaccessible to foreign re-
searchers, and blatant government propaganda offered little evidence for
making authoritative conclusions about the nature of Soviet foreign pol-
icy, much less about as sensitive an area as the Soviet reaction to the
atomic bomb. Indeed, the only evidence of Stalin’s atomic diplomacy
available to scholars for many years had been sporadic public pro-
nouncements on the subject by Stalin himself, but these pronouncements
were so rare and so wanting in detail that they hardly sufficed to support
any conclusions about Soviet policy making, in particular because such
pronouncements served Stalin’s propaganda purposes rather than indi-
cating what Stalin really thought.

This evidence—if indeed, it deserves such a generous term—comes
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down to only four rather ambiguous statements by Stalin: to the Sunday
Times journalist Alexander Werth on September 17, 1946, to Hugh Bail-
lie of the United Press on October 26, 1946, to Elliot Roosevelt in De-
cember of that year, and to the U.S. presidential candidate Harold
Stassen in an interview on April 9, 1947. In all of these interviews, which
were published in the West and in the Soviet Union, Stalin downplayed
the importance of the atomic bomb and called for its international con-
trol. Going beyond propaganda in search for answers to Soviet policy
making in the 1940s was inherently difficult. Soviet nuclear exploits—
political and technical angles of the A-bomb program—were hidden be-
hind an impenetrable veil of secrecy. The dearth of primary source
materials made it difficult to analyze the interplay between policy mak-
ing and bomb making in the Soviet Union and comfortably build a case
on something more than unclear hints and sheer speculation.

Despite the difficulties involved, David Holloway presented a detailed
study of the Soviet nuclear program in the 1983 book The Soviet Union
and the Arms Race. Holloway combed obscure sources for details of the
Soviet atomic project and drew interesting conclusions about Stalin’s
views on the atomic bomb, which he summarized thus: “Stalin may have
thought that, important though the atomic bomb was, it would not
change the character of warfare. He launched major programs to develop
the atomic bomb and other modern weapons, but he did not permit any
thought to be given to their effect on the conduct of war.”12 Many new
details have come to light since Holloway’s pioneering book, but it is
fair to say that his conclusion about Stalin’s policy stands the test of time,
and it is supported by the findings of this book, although we otherwise
disagree with Holloway on a number of important details.

The end of the Cold War eased scholarly access to the Russian archives,
and even more so to the Russian participants in the atomic race—from
physicists to intelligence officers. As a result, a surge of publication in the
early 1990s—in Russia and in the West—focused on the building of the
Soviet bomb. Divergent accounts of the bomb’s making immediately
caused a controversy. Russian foreign intelligence archives selectively re-
leased documents on the project Enormoz—Soviet espionage in the
Manhattan Project. These documents were handed over to a scientific
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journal, Voprosy Nauki i Estestvoznaniia Tekhniki, but their publication
unnerved the authorities, and the journal was pulled from the shelf.
Among others, Iulii Khariton, the designer of the Soviet A-bomb, op-
posed the release of the intelligence materials—on the ground that their
dissemination would contravene the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty.13

But intelligence reports were irreversibly in the public domain. So were
commentaries by former intelligence officers, scientists, historians, and
journalists. Among the most eager commentators on the role of espi-
onage in the Soviet bomb effort was Vladimir Chikov, a former KGB
colonel, who beginning in 1991 published articles under titles like “How
Soviet Intelligence ‘Split’ the American Atom” and “From Los Alamos
to Moscow.”14 Chikov’s account raised the profile of Soviet intelligence,
and the leaked documents gave his otherwise problematic scholarship an
appearance of credibility. Subsequently Chikov published detailed stud-
ies of the Soviet espionage effort, citing the KGB’s atomic dossier.15 The
books had wide circulation in Russia (foreign editions appeared as well),
and became a must-read for many fans of atomic espionage.16 Chikov’s
work, however, has a fundamental shortcoming, from a historian’s view-
point: it lacks any footnotes and mixes apparent intelligence documents
with invented dialogues and pure conjecture.

Another Soviet state security veteran, Pavel Sudoplatov, also addressed
the issue of atomic espionage in his widely read memoirs published in
1994.17 Sudoplatov, prominently placed within the Soviet Interior Min-
istry in the mid-1940s, was at one time well informed about the Soviet
intelligence operations in the West. He made a claim that key partici-
pants in the Manhattan Project—Robert Oppenheimer, Enrico Fermi,
Leo Szilard, and Niels Bohr—were in fact Soviet “atomic spies.”18 Su-
doplatov’s allegations met with bitter and spirited criticism in the Bulletin
of Atomic Scientists and the Cold War International History Project Bul-
letin.19 In the 1997 Russian edition of Special Tasks Sudoplatov accused
his critics of misrepresenting his ideas: Oppenheimer and the others were
not actually spies, he wrote, but he still maintained that they had willingly
assisted Soviet intelligence.20

In 1995– 97, partly as a result of the escalating controversy over Soviet
espionage in the Manhattan Project, and partly for unrelated reasons,
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the U.S. National Security Agency released to the public Soviet ciphers
from the 1940s, decrypted by NSA analysts in the context of the top se-
cret Venona project. Among the thousands of pages of decrypted ciphers
were cables exchanged between Moscow and field intelligence stations in
the United States and other countries. The Venona files inspired several
books on Soviet espionage, of which the best known is probably the 1999
book by John Earl Haynes and Harvey Klehr, Venona: Decoding Soviet Es-
pionage in America.21 The book offers an extensive overview of the So-
viet intelligence network in the United States and includes one chapter
that deals specifically with atomic espionage.

For all the remaining uncertainties about Soviet atomic espionage, the
story has been told extensively. But it is a story that is not very helpful
for the purposes of this book: the well-documented existence of Soviet
atomic espionage on American soil does not by itself explain how the
bomb figured in Stalin’s diplomacy, either before or after 1945, though
it does show that Stalin knew much more about the bomb than his World
War II allies were willing to tell him.

In the early 1990s scientists of the Soviet atomic project emerged from
their secret laboratories to claim back the credit for the making of the 
Soviet bomb from the intelligence veterans. For example, Iulii Khari -
ton and Iurii Smirnov argued that the intelligence materials from Los
Alamos, while helpful, could not replace efforts by the Soviet scientists.
Their research—based on personal recollections, interviews with key par-
ticipants (Khariton, as the designer of the first A-bomb was the key par-
ticipant), and a number of hitherto inaccessible documents from obscure
archives—contains valuable and intricate detail of the early years of the
Soviet bomb.22 In 1995 Armazas-16 (the Russian counterpart to Los
Alamos) published the first in-depth history of the Soviet atomic project
under the same title.23 This persuasive and well-referenced study, writ-
ten from the perspective of we-did-it-ourselves veterans of nuclear sci-
ence, documents the Soviet path to the bomb. The reader walks away
with a comprehensive understanding of just how the scientists and the
bureaucrats managed the Soviet bomb effort on a day-to-day basis.
Therefore Sovetskii Atomnyi Proekt works better as a technical history of
the bomb than as an account of Stalin’s political calculations.
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By the mid-1990s heated debates about the history of the Soviet
atomic project had spilled over from Russian newspaper articles and pe-
riodicals to inform Western audiences. Selected documents were trans-
lated and published in the Cold War International History Project
Bulletin in the fall of 1994; these included, for example, an important
document furnished by Iurii Smirnov—Igor Kurchatov’s handwritten
notes of a meeting with Stalin in January 1946.24 This document’s im-
portance is underscored by the fact that despite the declassification of a
sea of archival documents in Russia in the early 1990s, our understand-
ing of Stalin’s involvement in the atomic project remained murky at best.
Kurchatov’s account—though fragmentary and mistranslated—was
about the first evidence in the West of Stalin’s views of the bomb since
his pronouncements of half a century earlier.

In 1994 David Holloway published the groundbreaking Stalin and the
Bomb.25 Unsurpassed in the West or Russia in its comprehensive scope
and attention to detail, Stalin and the Bomb is a history of Soviet nuclear
science, the atomic project, and, more than any other contemporary
study, Soviet atomic diplomacy. Holloway gives Stalin low points for fore-
sight: despite the council of his scientists and excellent intelligence on
the Manhattan Project, Stalin procrastinated until the United States had
actually used the bomb in Japan before authorizing full-scale atomic
works in Russia. Holloway finds Stalin responsible for the breakdown of
Allied cooperation after the war. His postwar expansionism made con-
frontation with the United States inevitable, irrespective of the bomb.
As in his earlier book, Holloway argues that the bomb did not change
Stalin’s outlook on the world; before and after Hiroshima he was con-
vinced of the inevitability of war, and he was skeptical of the bomb’s po-
tential use as a weapon (quite aside from its value as a political tool). In
the end, Holloway rates Stalin’s foreign policy in the atomic age as noth-
ing short of a disaster.

Another important work on the Soviet atomic project was published
in 1995 by a heavyweight of atomic history, Richard Rhodes. Dark Sun:
The Making of the Hydrogen Bomb, as the title indicates, takes a broader
sweep than Holloway’s book, but Rhodes goes into considerable detail
about the origins of Stalin’s bomb effort, wonderfully integrating the
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story of the atomic espionage with the technical history of the Soviet 
A-bomb. Rhodes makes a little more of Stalin’s spirit of accommodation
with the West than does Holloway. He also convincingly argues that So-
viet espionage contributed significantly to the Soviet bomb effort.26

In 1997 Holloway’s book was translated into Russian, where it joined
the growing volume of literature on the Soviet atomic project. The most
important development here, unquestionably, was the publication of a
multivolume collection of documents, Atomnyi Proekt SSSR. Seven vol-
umes of this mammoth series have emerged since 1998, each adding 
hundreds of hitherto unknown archival pages to the story of the making
of the A-bomb. These documents—correspondence between scientists
and bureaucrats, government orders, reports on the state of the atomic
project, and even intelligence materials—provide minute detail about
bomb making. For example, one volume reprints resolutions of the State
Council of Defense, the highest executive power at the time of war, con-
cerning the atomic problem. Another contains the much-anticipated pro-
tocols of the sessions of the Special Committee under Lavrentii Beria,
charged with the day-to-day oversight of the project. Regrettably, these
documents show only what decisions were made about the bomb, not
how they were made.

And again, despite the wealth of materials, many of which come from
the coveted holdings of the Archive of the President (accessible only to
researchers with special connections), the top level of policy making on
the atomic problem is conspicuously absent from the volumes. One won-
ders whether all the relevant materials have been declassified. Perhaps
some key policy documents remain unknown to the researchers in the
Archive of the President, noted for its lack of transparency and arbitrary
declassification procedures. If, indeed, the volumes of the Atomnyi Proekt
SSSR tell us all that there is to be told about atomic policy making, we
may never have a full picture of Stalin’s role in the creation of the Soviet
bomb. Even so, these seven volumes enrich our understanding of the
Soviet atomic project beyond expectations. Eager historians have already
used these exceptionally interesting volumes in publishing histories of
the atomic project.27

There is much less to boast of when it comes to new Russian literature
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on atomic diplomacy. Russian translation of Holloway’s book is about as
strong as the Russian historiography gets on this subject. In-depth stud-
ies of the A-bomb effort either overlook the bomb’s implications for the
Soviet foreign policy or offer unhelpful generalizations. On the other
hand, Stalin’s atomic diplomacy finds excellent treatment in recent pub-
lication by Vladislav Zubok, a preeminent scholar of Soviet foreign pol-
icy.28 Zubok puts emphasis on Stalin’s assertiveness in the face of what
he perceived as the U.S. “atomic blackmail.” He argues that for Stalin,
Hiroshima became a watershed that symbolized the beginning of an in-
evitable confrontation between the East and the West. As for the inter-
national control of atomic energy, Zubok is skeptical: “Stalin was ready
to thwart the Baruch Plan long before it was announced.”29

The theme of international control also comes up in a piece by
Vladimir Batiuk on the Soviet response to the Baruch Plan. This re-
sponse, we learn, showed considerably more initiative and flexibility on
the part of the Soviet delegates to the U.N. Atomic Energy Commission
than one could allow for in a Stalinist state.30 More fragmentary discus-
sion of the Soviet take on the A-bomb appears in Viktor Malkov’s book
on the Manhattan Project.31 The book is an original, well-researched ac-
count by a Russian author of an episode in American history; Soviet
atomic policies are barely addressed in Malkov’s study. Nevertheless, he
documents disagreements inside the Soviet Foreign Ministry on the
question of international control.

Several authors have addressed Stalin’s atomic diplomacy in the con-
text of broader studies of Soviet foreign policy. Among others, Vladislav
Zubok and Constantine Pleshakov in their best-seller Inside the Kremlin’s
Cold War show how Hiroshima shattered Stalin’s postwar plans; the
United States could no longer be expected to return to isolationism. Nor
did this matter—the bomb gave Washington a global reach, infringing
upon Stalin’s perceived gains in Europe and Asia. Vladimir Pechatnov
argues that Stalin felt betrayed by Washington’s apparent departure from
the Yalta agreements, insomuch as the Americans refused to recognize
Soviet-sponsored governments in Romania and Bulgaria and cheated the
Soviets out of their fair share in the occupation of Japan, not to mention
U.S. opposition to a Soviet presence in the Mediterranean. Stalin’s con-
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frontational attitude was therefore a reaction to American arrogance in
foreign affairs.32

The Soviet side of the story, as we shall see, fits nicely within the ex-
isting historiography, drawing on what other authors have written but
also diverging from many of their conclusions. Stalin is portrayed not as
a relentless expansionist but as a cautious realist, willing to measure his
appetites in Europe and Asia if in turn the United States would sign up
to his vision of a postwar order based on great-power equality. Here,
our interpretation tilts more toward arguments advanced by Richard
Rhodes than those of David Holloway. Yet unlike Rhodes, we do not see
February 1946 as a turning point on Stalin’s road to the Cold War. In
fact, Stalin’s policy in the final months of World War II and in the early
postwar period retained a basic consistency and did not make any sharp
turns.

Nevertheless, the atomic bomb undermined Stalin’s postwar vision at
two levels. First, the very fact that the United States had the bomb and
the Soviet Union did not undermined the Soviet Union’s great power
claims and in fact relegated it to the ranks of technologically backward,
second-rate powers. This brutal reminder of Soviet inferiority cast a
shadow over Stalin’s triumph in the war, which he believed had demon-
strated the advantages of Soviet socialism. American monopoly on the
bomb created inequality in Soviet-U.S. relations, chipping away at
Stalin’s hopes for an equitable international order. The psychological bal-
ance was restored in August 1949, but by then the Cold War was in full
swing and Moscow’s early postwar schemes had been long laid to rest.

Although U.S. atomic monopoly in principle spelled trouble for
Stalin’s postwar plans, it did not make them irrelevant. Indeed, after the
Trinity test, and after Hiroshima, Stalin continued to peddle great-power
cooperation and was not averse to a compromise with the United States
in return for Washington’s recognition of Soviet interests. For one, Stalin
downplayed the practical significance of the bomb (quite apart from its
application as a tool of diplomatic pressure). Here we disagree with both
Holloway’s and Zubok’s assessments to the effect that Stalin was com-
placent before Hiroshima but realized the significance of the bomb af-
terward. Both before and after Hiroshima, Stalin maintained that the
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bomb could not win wars. He also believed that Washington had run
out of steam in World War II and would not pose an immediate threat
to the Soviet Union for some years.

On the other hand, Stalin feared that the atomic bomb would make
U.S. foreign policy more assertive, more hegemonic and disinclined to-
ward compromise with the Soviet Union. Just as Roosevelt hoped that
he could use the bomb to force Stalin to embrace his version of a post-
war order, so Stalin worried that the Americans might do just that—use
the A-bomb as a policy tool to force him to make concessions. Truman’s
effort to stand ground in the face of what was perceived in Washington
as Soviet expansionism unnerved Stalin, who invariably interpreted these
efforts as manifestations of great power arrogance, as evidence that the
Americans would not speak to the Soviet Union on equal terms. Soviet
response to this perceived blackmail was a show of resolve in facing the
U.S. challenge. As we show in chapters 4 and 6, from the London con-
ference of foreign ministers in September 1945 to the Gromyko plan to
ban atomic weapons in June 1946, the Soviets aimed at countering per-
ceived U.S. pressure with a display of obstinacy.

The Baruch Plan clearly intensified Soviet apprehension of the U.S.
atomic monopoly, for, as seen from Moscow, the plan was aimed at the
perpetuation of this monopoly at Soviet expense. For our detailed ex-
amination of Soviet response to the Baruch Plan, we have relied on the
recently declassified holdings of the Russian Foreign Policy Archive
(AVPRF), which reflect discussions of the Soviet policy on international
control within the Foreign Ministry bureaucracy. These documents have
both advantages and disadvantages. One advantage is that they allow a
close-up examination of the mechanism of Soviet atomic diplomacy and
thus expose the real motives behind Soviet initiatives in the realm of in-
ternational control of atomic energy. A downside of these documents is
that the Foreign Ministry did not determine the Soviet foreign policy.
This determination was made by Stalin alone, and it is often not clear to
what extent Stalin’s decisions were influenced, or even informed, by what
the Foreign Ministry had to say. In other words, unclear hints and sheer
speculation, characteristic of earlier Western studies of the Soviet bomb
efforts, cannot be entirely eradicated from this study; suffice it to say that
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new evidence allows us to pin down the nature of Soviet atomic diplo-
macy with much greater certainty than before.

In the following chapters we show that the Soviet Union was never
interested in genuine international control of atomic energy, and that
participation in the U.N. Atomic Energy Commission was at best a pro -
paganda cover for the Soviet bomb effort. Was the project of interna-
tional control of atomic energy doomed to failure from the outset? We
explore alternative Soviet responses. For example, there is evidence that
the Soviet negotiators were considering more flexible tactics to outma-
neuver Baruch and his team in the propaganda war. These tactics in-
cluded agreement to some of the principles put forward in the Baruch
Plan, such as Soviet approval of some forms of inspection of national
atomic programs. Yet because of bureaucratic inertia in Moscow, these
suggestions were never developed into a coherent policy. At any rate,
policy deliberations on the Soviet side concerned the most appropriate
tactics, while the overall strategy—boycotting international control—
never came into question.

One of the key themes explored in this book is how the bomb figured
in the origins in the Cold War. That is to say, would the Cold War have
happened even without the bomb? The Russian side of the story sug-
gests that Stalin’s postwar goals were essentially incompatible with the
ideas nurtured by Roosevelt and eventually abandoned by Truman—the
ideas of a liberal international order. Stalin embraced realpolitik and did
not understand international government in the same way as Roosevelt
did. The Soviet take on the international government was that it was
never anything more than power politics by other means. But power pol-
itics did not necessarily mean that a confrontation was inevitable. Other
things being equal, power politics can become almost an agreeable affair,
as Stalin expected at first. The bomb blew away this image of stability, al-
ready complicated by mistrust and misperceptions on both sides.
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